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CLASSIC DIAMOND
PRODUCT SPEC SHEET

ARMCHAIR MIDBACK HIGHBACK HIGHBACK

INNER STRUCTURE / 
FRAME

The Visitor chair's frame is manufactured from 1.5 mm pine veneer laminated to a minimum thickness of 33 mm. 
The face sides of the frame can be laminated in various veneers and/or it can be stained in various colours.

SHELL The double curvature single shell (combined back and seat) — is manufactured from an injection-moulded plastic 
honeycomb structure (50% recycled and 50% virgin plastic). This ergonomically-shaped support takes pressure 
off the spinal column and prevents excessive stress on the lower vertebrae, neck and shoulders.

UPHOLSTERY Covered all round with breathable polyurethane 60 mm block foam. Button-down upholstery on backrest.

MECHANISM Swivel-tilt mechanism. Pull lever to raise/lower seat to desired height. Push lever in/out to lock/unlock the 
backrest. The body weight tension control knob adjusts for a firmer or softer tilting motion of the backrest.

ARMRESTS Constructed from beech lamination (minimum thickness of 21 mm), and a laminated wood arm cap. Please 
request our swatch card for wood stain colour options.

GAS LIFT The seat height can be adjusted within a 100-120 mm range depending on mech used. Black epoxy gas lift is a 
shock-absorbing class 4-type gas cylinder (protects the spine). Plastic bellow optional.

BASE 700 mm fibreglass impregnated nylon flat base with 50 / 65 mm heavy-duty open dual castors.

FABRIC REQUIRED VISITOR/MIDBACK: 2,6 m    HIGHBACK: 2,8 m  genuine/synthetic leather or appropriate fabric.

OPTIONS Bases: • Machined wood inserts onto a steel base – available in different staining colours + black epoxy gas lift

• 700 mm aluminium base + chrome gas lift

DIMENSIONS  [ in accordance with EN 1335-1 ] DATA
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CLASSIC DIAMOND MIDBACK
RECOMMENDED WEIGHT 
LOAD:   
Up to 120 kg

USAGE:   
8 hour shifts a day for 
the Operator and 3 hour 
shifts/day for the Visitor 
chairs.

WARRANTY:   
5 Years based on the 
terms of our sales and 
repair document.

LOCAL CONTENT:  
Over 65%
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CLASSIC DIAMOND HIGHBACK

STANDARDS & 
CERTIFICATION

ISO 9001 (Design and manufacturing) ISO 18001 (Health and safety)
ISO 14001 (Environmental management) EN 1335-1 (Dimensioning of furniture)
EN 1335-2 (Product safety and testing)


